The use of acupuncture in first aid of burns-Clinical report.
Burns are a very painful skin injury, or injury of soft tissues. The development of post-traumatic stress disorder can develop, even in those with minor injuries (Ia-IIb degree). Development of problems is very rapid and intense since, according to developmental embryology, the skin and central nervous system (CNS) descend from the same germ layer-ectoderm. This clinical report presents the results acquired from the data of 1008 patients suffering from burns treated by the acupuncture (ACU)-from 1983-2015 in the surgery ward of the hospital in Vysoke Myto in the Czech Republic. The data of 1008 patients were processed and evaluated. 1. The report demonstrates a positive effect of ACU treatment signs on the skin were monitored, i.e. reddening, pigmentation, scars. During the treatment the elimination of many of these signs was observed. Improvement of healing process and improvement in the final wound healing were evaluated and shown by the statistical method-the χ2 test. For demonstrating the effect of ACU treatment of BT the Pearson's and the Cramer's contingency coefficient were examined. 2. The time of the first application of the ACU treatment after burn was followed and evaluated with a random set. The best results were achieved when the first ACU treatment was applied as soon as possible after BT injury (ideally immediately, optimally within 48h). The positive effect of ACU on burns is medical, economical and biopsychosocial.